
Sunny Meadows Flower 
Farm

Lisianthus 101
Eustoma grandiflorum




 Buy in plugs March 1st, but order before winter begins.  

Raker is a good source for them, but they need 12 weeks 
to grow them out for you.

 If you start your own seeds, they would need started in 
November? (ask Linda Chapman or Vicki Stambeck for 
further details)

 Come in 288s, which can be potted up into 72s or planted 
directly into the soil depending on your soil, zone, and 
tunnel space

Planting lisianthus






 Ones that are going into unheated space, we pot up and 

keep in the heated prop house for them to grow on 
before planted in the ground

 Planted out in April into unheated space

Potting up










 The tiny plugs can be planted directly
 Increased weed pressure
 Need hand weeded because hoe will cover them 

Need to be heated or covered in our zone

Not potting up












 Varieties we suggest...

− Echo Blue & Champagne (which is really light pink) 
− ABC series- use the #s to help give you a succession 

(1-2, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4)
 White, green, blue rim, blue

− Mariachi Carmine
 Varieties we don't like...

− Echo Lavender, Super Magic Green, ABC Yellow

Which ones should I 
grow?







Planting
 We only plant in tunnels for protection from weather and longer stem 
 5 rows per bed, every 5”(one per hole)

− Tried closer, but the stems were more spindly



Netting






 Wait until the plant has 3 blooms on it before cutting it 

and cut stem long.
 We strip all leaves at the processing table, not in the 

greenhouse

Harvesting



Central bud should be cut off so others can be 
left to bloom at the same time








 Bunches consist of 40 blooms for florists.  
Makes it consistent for when they are one stem with 5 

blooms on it, or one stem with 1 bloom on it
 Sleeve them to protect them in transport
Market bunches are 20 blooms, so a half bunch
 $12 at market, easily combined if florist wants to buy

Processing












 Plant in heated and unheated space
Use the varieties to get different blooming seasons
Grow more PURPLE!
 Echo, ABC early series, later series

Successions






Why florists sometimes need convinced




Great for boutonnieres or corsages because can be out 

of water
 Wire the bloom

 In bouquets, have buds that add textural interest
Good replacement for standard roses

Weddings












 Fusarium
 Botrytis
 Floppy stem
 Thrips

Problems
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